What is TeamSpeak?
TeamSpeak Communication System

Communication is the exchange of information between people. In ancient
times, this meant yelling at other hunters to surround the mammoth. Moveable
type allowed us to make copies of information. Gutenberg mechanized the
process. Bell moved us off the written page and got us talking to each other
in a normal tone of voice. Today, TeamSpeak allows groups of people to
share information from anywhere on the globe over the Internet. So whether
you want to chat with a group of friends while playing an online game or share
the latest sales figures with your team, TeamSpeak can get everyone talking
quickly and easily.

Communication Evolved

Typically, if you want to speak to someone,
you call them on the telephone. This
connects two people so they can hear
each other’s voice.

Traditional Communication

But what if you want to speak to 10 people?
100 people? or 1,000 people? Using
a phone system may prove to be more
challenging for group communication, and
may not be very cost effective.

Phone System

TeamSpeak

The TeamSpeak Communication System
replaces the central office with a single
server. The Internet is used to provide
connectivity from anywhere on the globe
at any speed from dial-up to broadband.
A free software client allows you to use
and control the system quickly and easily.
Windows

Linux

Mac OS

TeamSpeak offers free, public servers to get you talking. As your needs grow,
you can deploy your own server or rent one from an Authorized TeamSpeak
Host Provider. TeamSpeak supports all major computer platforms allowing
users on different systems to effectively communicate with one another.
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TeamSpeak
Solutions
TeamSpeak can be used anywhere where groups of two or more people
need to communicate.

Online Gaming
With TeamSpeak, gamers can talk with one another in
real-time while they are immersed in an online game with
their friends and family. In addition, clans or guilds that
compete online can setup private TeamSpeak servers
allowing their fellow teammates to organize themselves
and speed up their actions without having to spend their
precious time typing text or instructions for the rest of their
team to follow.

Education
With superior voice quality, TeamSpeak can easily and effectively facilitate
communication between teachers and students, or even students and
students. TeamSpeak allows teachers to provide instant feedback and
assistance to their students or conduct online classes, and is perfect for
foreign language learning and practice. TeamSpeak is also ideal for online
tutoring, student operated study groups, or long distance education and
learning.

Individuals
Whether you wish to stay connected with your long distance friends and
family for little to no cost, trade stock online while speaking in real time
with your peers, or record your personal conversations to enjoy for years to
come, TeamSpeak is the perfect solution. With TeamSpeak you can create
a private or public server where you define the rules and permissions, while
having complete control over who is and is not allowed on your server.

Government and Military
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Government and military institutions can utilize TeamSpeak within any private
TCP/IP network to provide an effective, low-cost, conference-based solution
to their personnel. In addition, if you’re in the military and are looking for an
alternative to limited, prepaid calling cards, TeamSpeak may be the ideal
solution for you. With TeamSpeak you can talk to any of your loved ones at
any time and for any duration. Stop worrying about how many minutes you
have left and start talking with your friends and family for pennies on the
dollar using crystal clear VoIP technology provided by TeamSpeak.

